DAY/NIGHT ONLY
1.

Do not remove shrink wrap from shade until unit is installed.
Shade positioning: For the purpose of these instructions the shade shall be positioned with the
head rail on top and the fabric coming down the back side of the shade.

2.

Position shade as described above, in opening to ensure fit. Shade must be installed on a level
surface with sufficient fasteners for the surface material you are mounting on. Mounting brackets
are attached to head rail on shade and can be adjusted from side to side by loosening bracket bolt
sliding bracket to desired position and retightening bolt. Failing to retighten bracket bolt can result
in shade disconnecting from mounting bracket during operation. Hold shade in the position in
which you want it installed, insert fasteners into each mounting bracket screw hole and secure.
Each mounting bracket must have two fasteners installed (front and back side) Note: When using
a power tool (cordless drill, etc) to install it is recommended to use a long screw bit to
prevent the drill head from rubbing on fabric. Failure to do this can result in damaged fabric
which is not covered by your warranty. Remove shrink-wrap from shade.

3.

Controls:
Right side = Stopper. The Stopper controls the upper stopping point of shade.
To make an adjustment, turn dial clockwise (right end view) to lower stopping point, turn the
opposite way to raise stopping point.
Left side = Tension. Tension controls the upward speed.
To make an adjustment, turn dial clockwise (left end view) to increase speed, turn
the opposite way to decrease speed.
Sidemark – limits are pre-set at factory

4.

The shade is operated by pulling down on shade fabric to lower. To raise shade pull down and
release fabric, shade will open. (Note: A quick sharp tug is required to release spring mechanism
which will raise fabric)

